Phantom-Based Assessment of the Effect of Skin Pigmentation on
Neonatal, Pediatric and Adult Cerebral Oximeter Performance
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Abstract

Materials and Methods

Clinical tissue oximeters use near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) techniques to
monitor oxygen saturation (StO2) in the brain and muscle. These devices have
shown beneficial results in mitigating the risks of local or regional hypoxia in
neonatal and pediatric surgeries, as well as adult surgical care. However, there
is a lack of consensus amongst clinicians regarding device effectiveness due in
part to growing evidence of inter-device variability. Discrepancies in device
performance may stem from differences in optical hardware, system design, or
processing algorithms. One significant confounder for NIRS oximetry is patientto-patient variations in skin pigmentation, i.e., epidermal melanin content. We
presented a phantom-based test method comprised of a 3D-printed
cerebrovascular module (CVM) incorporating a 148 cylindrical channel array,
along with silicone-based layers doped with additives to replicate the optical
properties (OPs) of scalp/skull, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and epidermal layer
regions. Three 0.1-mm-thick epidermis layers were fabricated from silicone
doped with water-soluble nigrosin to simulate low, medium, and high melanin
content levels. The purpose of the current study was (a) to enable CVM
fabrication on a 3D printer that allows greater customization of printing material
OPs to address different patients ages, and (b) to develop CVMs with different
total blood concentration (ctHB) levels. Our testing procedure involved injecting
bovine blood at well-validated saturation levels into the CVMs and performing
measurements with neonatal, pediatric and adult probes from two commercial
cerebral oximeters. Experimental data from the phantom exhibited a similar
trend of negative bias for higher pigmented skin in all CVMs and
devices/sensors. Levels of bias tended to increase with decreasing saturation
level. Mean bias levels for each ctHb/sensor combination ranged from 2 to
12%. Overall, the results of this research show good agreement with prior
clinical results on the impact of skin pigmentation in oximeters and indicate the
potential utility of our phantom approach involving 3D-printed channel-arrays
and pigmented superficial layers for standardized performance testing.

Introduction
Clinical NIRS Cerebral Oximetry
• Quantify absolute or relative levels of
tissue blood oxygenation (StO2) in brain
www.osg.be
• Used in many hospitals, yet controversial
• Monitoring applications
– Pre-term infant growth
– Pediatric/neonatal surgery
Edwards Lifesciences
– Adult cardiac surgery
ForeSight
• Benefits
Oximetry spectral range
– Early indicator of adverse events
– May reduce mortality, disability
– Real-time, safe, noninvasive

Results

Research Motivation

Fitzpatrick Skin Types

• Clinical studies have shown pigmentation influences tissue
oximeter performance
‒ Negative bias due to melanin content
‒ Light absorption by melanin
(i) Reduces total detected signal
(ii) Alters spectral distributions
• Test methods needed
̶ For cerebral oximeter performance testing
(510Ks, ISO-IEC standard)
̶ Elucidate impact of pigmentation on clinical devices

Effect of Pigmentation on StO2

3D Printing
• Form2, Formlabs, Inc.
• Greater flexibility to customize OPs
• Resins show more brain-relevant ms’
spectra
• Technology: stereolithography (SLA)
• Resolution: Z axis 100 mm
• Accuracy: Up to 125 mm
Tissue and potential phantom components

Plot indicating the oximeters measurements against Co-oximetry for different skin pigmentation levels.
TL1 and TL2 stands respectively for thickness of the fabricated scalp/skull and CSF mimicking layers.
ctHb level is 75 µM

• Sensors showed increasingly positive bias with decreasing
saturation
• Dark skin cases showed negative bias relative to light skin of
variable magnitude (1 to 10%)
• Pigmentation bias tended to improve overall device accuracy
• Trends are similar in neonatal, pediatric and adult probes

Conclusion
Measured spectral reflectivity of the oximeter sensors

ForeSight sensors

Nonin sensors

Neonate Pediatric
< 40 kg

Adult
Normalized at l = 700 nm

> 40 kg

• CVM
o 3D-printed
o 119 cylindrical channels
o Channel diameter: 0.96 mm
o Surface to top channels: 1 mm
o 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝑏𝑏 ~ 75 µM)
• Extra-cerebral layers (2)
o Base: PDMS silicone
o Chromophore: India ink
o Scatterer: Titanium dioxide

•
Cerebrovascular Module (CVM)

Layer 1:
Scalp/skull
(2.5 mm)

•
•

Water-soluble Nigrosin provides most realistic spectral
distribution
Nigrosin mixed with acetone and PDMS using sonication,
then vacuum to remove bubbles
Fabricating and handling 0.1 mm thick layer

Layer 2: CSF
(1 mm)

Epidermis-Simulating Phantom Layer
• Investigated properties of absorbers in liquid solutions, then in cured silicone
• Measurement was performed using spectrophotometry with an integrating
sphere and Inverse Adding Doubling software.

Pigmented epidermal phantom layers

• We have developed a novel and promising phantom-based
test method for evaluating impact of pigmentation on
cerebral oximeters:
‒
Channel-array module (with injected bovine blood),
silicone superficial layers
‒
New, neonatal channel array module with more
realistic scattering spectrum
‒
Epidermis-simulating layers (silicone and nigrosin) to
simulate a range of pigmentation levels
• Initial testing of clinical devices illustrates:
‒
Negative bias in StO2 was produced with higher
pigmentation up to ~10%
• The results of second-generation CVM is different than the
first one
• Our solid phantom-based approach test may help
standardize device testing and facilitate development of
robust cerebral oximeters
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